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Middle initial. Notice that only Step 3 necessarily involves numbers. Research Questions We know from
previous research that the quality of websites mediates many aspects of e-commerce, and provides insight as
to how consumers view the webpages in general. Comparing the effects of website quality on customer initial
purchase and continued purchase at e-commerce websites. Then the name of the reference is cited. No matter
what type of APA paper you are writing, there should be four key sections that you should always include: a
title page, an abstract , the main body of the paper and a reference section. A second preliminary issue is how
multiple responses were combined to produce the primary variables in the analyses. First, your paper must be
typed on standard-sized paper 8. The first line is not indented. Get my research paper done Format of an APA
Research Paper The framework of how to write research papers is the most distinguishable part of each
formatting standard. APA format title page An APA format title page should include the title of your paper,
your name, and the school, college or university where you study. Begin with the running head at the top, as
always. Under the title, you should type your first name, middle initial s , and last name. Omit titles e. This
information has to be the same as in the reference list. Unfortunately, this style is quite different. APA
formatting style provides numerous rules to edit research papers accurately. The basic structure of your
argument, then, should be apparent from the outline itself. Thanks for your feedback! Again, there should be a
clear organization. Sections of Your APA Paper The exact structure of your paper will vary somewhat
depending upon the type of paper you have been asked to write. Use EasyBib. During an orientation meeting
at the nursing home, the rules and regulations were explained, one of which regarded the dining room.
According to Belafonte , Harlem was full of artists and musicians in the late s. Looking at the literature review
in this way emphasizes a few things. In applied research, it might describe a phenomenon or theory, then
describe how that phenomenon or theory applies to some important real-world situation, and finally suggest a
way to test whether it does, in fact, apply to that situation. Although some self-report scales are validated
within the literature, there are still issues with the use of self-report questionnaires. At the end of this section is
a sample APA-style research report that illustrates many of these principles. Instead, it constitutes a kind of
argument for why the research question is worth addressing. Qualify the answer if necessary. The heading at
the top of this page is the full title of the manuscript, with each important word capitalized as on the title page.


